
Lab 3
Goals:  
� practice your Java command-line argument(s) usage
� practice using Java file
� learn a few Linux/Unix utilities
� review your object-oriented programming skills, i.e., simple inheritance 

Part A:  Java command-line arguments and file usage 

Using the Konqueror browser, go to the course web-page: 
http://www.cs.uni.edu/~fienup/cs062s06 and click on the Lab3.zip link and "Save to disk" in the
cs2 subdirectory created in lab 1.  In a shell window, change to the cs2 subdirectory.  Use the “ls”
command to list the files in the directory and look for the file "Lab3.zip".  Decompress the
"Lab3.zip" using the command "unzip Lab3.zip", then change to the Lab3/Lab3A subdirectory.

The Lab3A subdirectory contains the EchoV2.java program from yesterday’s lecture, and the text
file hamlet.txt.  Compile EchoV2.java (type “javac  EchoV2.java”) and run it using hamlet.txt as
the input file and “hamlet.out” as the output file (type “java  EchoV2  hamlet.txt  hamlet.out”).
Experiment using the “|” pipe symbol to redirect the output of one program into another.  Try:
� java EchoV2  hamlet.txt
� java  EchoV2  hamlet.txt | sort
� java EchoV2  hamlet.txt | sort |  less              (“less” views the output one screen at a time

 use <space bar> - key to look at the next screen 
 use ‘q’ to quit)

Also in the Lab3A subdirectory is the WordCount.java program.  Run the Linux utility wc using
hamlet.txt as input, i.e., type “wc  hamlet.txt”.  Compile WordCount.java, and run it using
hamlet.txt as input.  

Why does the output from the Linux utility ‘wc’ differ from our WordCount.java program?

Copy WordCount.java to a new file called WordCountV2.java using:  
“cp  WordCount.java  WordCountV2.java”.  Try to modify WordCountV2.java so that the
character count matches that of wc.  If you cannot, try to figure out why by looking at the actual
counts each program produces?

Run “wc” without a file name.  Type a few lines of text and then enter <ctrl>-d.  Without a file,
wc uses the keyboard as input until you type <ctrl>-d to simulate the end-of-file.  This allows you
to pipe the output of command-lines into wc.  Try typing: “ls | wc”.

Run your WordCount program without specifying an input file.  What happens?  
Modify your WordCount program so that it uses standard input if there are no command-line
arguments.  Test your program by typing:  “ls  |  java WordCount.”

Print a copy of WordCount.java to turn in at the end of lab.  (Put your name on it!)
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Part B:  Inheritance 

Your Lab3 directory should also contain the Lab3B subdirectory which holds the
CountedAccumulator class that inherits from the Accumulator class.  Compile and run the
AdderApp.java file.  To test that the numberOfOperations instance-variable is incremented
correctly, the CountedAccumulator prints its value to System.out. 

Create a class named EvenOddAccumulator that subclasses Accumulator to implement the
following behavior.  EvenOddAccumulators respond to all the same messages as regular
Accumulators.  However, in response to plus() and minus() messages, an EvenOddAccumulator
should compute the new sum as before, but it should also write a congratulatory message to
System.out if the new sum is even.

I’m expecting that you might have trouble with this step.  If you do, raise your hand and we’ll
give you a hint.

After you get EvenOddAccumulator working, print out your Accumulator.java and
EvenOddAccumulator.java files.  Turn these in with your print out of WordCount.java from part
A.
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